NOW YOU CAN JOIN THE DATC ON-LINE

Please print clearly or type.

Last Name    First Name    Middle Initial    Preferred Title

Company/Organization

Office Street Address  (Please use street addresses over P.O.)

City                           State

Country          Postal Code

Office Phone                   Fax

Email Address (Internet accessible)

Home Address (optional)

Home Phone

[   ] I am a member of the Computer Society

IMPORTANT: IEEE Member/Affiliate/Computer Society Number:

[   ] I am not a member of the Computer Society*
Please Note: Only current Computer Society members are eligible to receive Technical Committee newsletters.

Please select up to four Technical Committees/Technical Councils of interest.

TECHNICAL COMMITTEES

[ ] ___ Complexity in Computing

[ ] T01 Computational Medicine [ ] T15 Mathematical Foundation of Computing

[ ] T02 Computer Architecture [ ] T16 Microprocessors & Microcomputers

[ ] T03 Computer Communications [ ] T17 Microprogramming & Microarchitecture

[ ] T04 Computer Elements [ ] T34 Multimedia Computing

[ ] T37 Computer Generated Music [ ] T18 Multiple-Valued Logic


[ ] T06 Computer Languages [ ] T32 Parallel Processing

[ ] T07 Computer and System Packaging [ ] T23 Pattern Analysis & Machine Intelligence

[ ] T39 Data Engineering [ ] T25 Real-Time Systems

[ ] T11 Design Automation [ ] T27 Security and Privacy

[ ] T12 Distributed Processing [ ] T28 Simulation

[ ] T36 Engineering of Computer Based Systems [ ] T33 Supercomputing Applications

[ ] T13 Fault-Tolerant Computing [ ] T30 Test Technology

[ ] T14 Mass Storage Systems [ ] T31 VLSI

TECHNICAL COUNCILS:

[ ] T29 Software Engineering

TASK FORCES:

[ ] Digital Libraries

[ ] YUFORIC (Youth Forum in Comp. Science & Engineering)